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On 1/6/67 SAC, JAMES L. McGOVERN, 	 telephoni.7. cally advised Supervisor ROBIMT P. GEMBERLING that a long 	• distance telephone call had been received at. the Birminr,;hnm 
Office from ABRAHAM ZAPRUDER, Dallas, Te:mS, for SA 

formerly assigned Dallas and now assigned 3irmingham. 
UTERN inquired as to what Mr. ZAP:I-ODER might want to discuss.  with SAM= 

Mr. ZAPRUDER was telephonically contacted at his off c4 in Dallas, RIverside 8-6071, at which time he advised SA .ROKZ.T.  'P. GEMBERLING that he had seen an article in the New York Times ,  of 12/8/66 by •PETER KIHSS, which referred 17? book recently 
, 

published called "Whitewash No. 2" by 12AROL' EISBERQ, Mr. ZAPRUDER stated this article indicated that VEISBERG's book 
contained a reproduction of the results of interview - of ZAP21.7:22 by SA4011111111bon 12/4/63 in which it was reflected that ZAPRUDER ' . 74. had stated hit movie camera was set to take pictures at 24 frame 	' *-4 per second.' Mr. ZAPRUDER stated that he did not recall being, .• interviewed•by SA 	on 12/4/63 and did not recall stating that the'camera.was Set - o take pictures at 24 frames per second,' Ts..,   ,4 but that apparently WEISBERG's book was using this point in • • 1 ;-- endeavoring to establish tint there were two assassins rather th...n  - -one. 
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„;: 	Mr. ZAPRUDER was immediately 	 iCII'Ii 	fi. cr .....s. 

---- 	Wragraphiot the ED-302 reflecting -...esultoleAtilahhiarview on ' -.:14r4/63 by SAIIMIIIIIIII which -i:-,-  net forth on pages 12 and 1 
 of the report of SA 1103= P. GEn2ERLING datc,d 12/1n/62-, las, 
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)tioned ,VLEE'HARVEY OSWALD aka, IS - R - CU3A", Bufile 
t-52553, Dallas file 100-10461. A: tor reading the senten 

4 - 	ltained in the first paragraph of 	ZAPRUDER's FD-202, j 1 ch reads as follows, "The camera was set to take normal, , .spceIrmovie film or 24 frames per second", Mr. ZAPIUDEfl comiaeht that he did not recall exactly at what speed his camera was -set :and that this sentence haC Latin taken by HAROLD WZISDERG out of context in that ZAPRUDER meant by these words that he did'', 
not know at what speed the camera was set but that it was •set 
at either normal speed, which would,e 16 frames per second or , 24 frames per second. Mr. zAmluDEnLi.i.E:ea that in order to 
further clarify the matter, SA411111111kwould telephonically 
contact him to insure that this sentence in his FD-302 vas accurate. 

Thereafter, SA 	did telephonically contact 
7t. 	ZAPRUDER who in a later conversation advised SA GEMBERLING that : be was completely satisfied that this statement was correct but  been taken out of context by Mr. UEISBERG. He stated that he (ZAPRUDER) had not considered the conversation with 

as an actual interview but after conversations with SAS 
and GEMBERLING realized that his comments concerning his camera and the taking of the photographs was considered by the FBI as an interview. 

- Mr. ZAPRUDER was most courteous and stated that he was • considering telephonically contacting PETER XIHSS of the New York Times to point out to him how HAROLD WEISERG had taken a sentence out of his interview with the F31 out of context and • used 	.as a basis for his book. 

The above.is being furnished the Bureau for its informa-tion in the event inquiries are received with respect to the book ,: "Whiteyash No. 2" by HAROLD UEISDERG. 

A cony of this communication, together with a Xerox - copy of 5A1111101110 FD-302, is being furnished the Birmingham Office for ik,s inIormation in view of the current assignment of SA 	at Birmingham. 


